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EDITORIAL DEP ARTMENT NOTE
Without modern methods of classifying, accumulating and
presenting great masses of financial data, the huge industrial
units of the present day could hardly exist. Management is
dependent on the accountant for a condensed picture of the results of a great volume of business transactions. These
transactions must be classified, the details accumulated and the
net result presented in summary form. Great strides have been
made in the development of accounting equipment and in the
application of equipment to specific jobs. An improvement in
equipment or methods in one field can usually be applied, at
least in part, in other fields. Thus, while the present article
deals with accounting for material used, the method will
no doubt be applicable in other fields, such as payroll accounting, product costing, sales analysis, etc. Furthermore, while
the method here outlined was developed for a public utility, it
is apparent that it has possibilities in the industrial field.
Robert Bruce, the author of this article, has been associated
with the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. since 1916.
Following his graduation from Harvard University, he entered
the General Accounting Office of the Long Lines Department as
a clerk, advancing, in 1918, to the position of District Chief
Clerk with headquarters in Charlotte, N. C. In 1921, he became
Methods Supervisor in the General Accounting Office of the
Long Lines Department, and in 1926, assumed his present position as Accountant in the Methods Division of the Controller's
Staff, specializing in the application of machines to accounting
processes. Mr. Bruce, in 1936, served on the Technical Advisory Committee which assisted in the selection of equipment
for the Unemployment Insurance Division of the New York
State Department of Labor.
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A

METHO D FOR CLASSIFYING AN D ACCUMULATING M ATERIAL USED DATA
By Robert Bruce, Accountant, Methods Division,
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York, N. Y.

Claims
subject of accounting distribution systems for materials
T HE
used has been thoroughly explored in the past, and it should
be reopened only if some new development promises to yield results not obtained by methods previously developed. The justification for this paper may be found in the advantages which are
claimed for the procedure described herein. These are as follows:
i . No change in the existing method of reporting the use of
materials is required as long as adequate information is
provided.
z. All information is typewritten or printed and is easy to
read at all stages of the procedure following the initial
reporting. There is no need to contend with code numbers, punched holes or illegible handwriting.
3. The expense of coding and decoding is eliminated and
the hazard of coding errors is avoided.
4. Pricing is reduced to the barest minimum, which lessens
labor and increases accuracy. Only one price is entered
per commodity, regardless of the number of times the
commodity is reported used during the accounting period.
5. Calculations are reduced to a minimum.
6. Accuracy of calculations is proved without duplicating
the work. Control values are first established, then details are calculated to balance with these controls.
7. Figures developed for various purposes, such as journal
entry, perpetual inventory, job records, departmental
allocations, and the like, are all proved to be in agreement.
8. Work does not flow through a "bottle neck." The same
type of machine is used for all operations from start to
finish. Thus one machine is never held up pending com1381
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pletion of a different operation at a machine of a different
type.
9. Work can be apportioned among the operators at will
because all machines in the battery are alike.
io. Figures developed for the respective final objectives are
produced on separate sets of documents. These may be
distributed to various employees, if desired, for simultaneous use without interference.
II. Complete flexibility is obtained with respect to the form
of the results. These are produced in "unit" form, one
ticket for each classification, so that the tickets may be
sorted and arranged in the most convenient sequence for
any subsequent use.
In the description which follows, an attempt will be made to
give enough information to enable the reader to judge to what
extent these claims are substantiated.
The procedure described here was developed in the public utility
field, and is now in operation, with minor variations, in at least
half a dozen utility companies at perhaps a dozen locations. It is
felt, however, that the plan may be adapted for use in many types
of industrial organizations without fundamental changes, and the
purpose in presenting this paper is to give interested accountants
in the industrial field an opportunity to consider the possibility of
applying the procedure to their work. In the following presentation, details which would be of interest only in the public utility
field generally, will be omitted in order to approach the broader
industrial viewpoint. As a further aid in visualizing possible
industrial applications of the plan, the lines of reasoning which
led to the adoption of specific practices will be freely given.

Final Objectives
The first step in designing any accounting procedure should be
to determine the final objectives. The best procedure is the one
which produces most directly, accurately and economically the final
objectives which are definitely required.
In the case about to be described, materials taken out of storerooms were used principally in the construction of new plant, for
major replacements of retired plant (both charged to fixed capi-
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tal), or in the upkeep of existing plant (charged to maintenance).
The final objectives which were definitely required were:
i. Stores records, comprising:
a. A perpetual inventory of materials and supplies, showing both quantity and value of each commodity.
b. A basis for computing average material prices.
2.

A journal entry, recording:
a. The use of materials, by main accounts.
b. Contra credits to subdivisions of the material and
supplies account.
c. The distribution of supply expense loadings to main
accounts.
d. The contra credit to the supply expense account.

3. Subsidiary job cost ledgers, showing:
a. A record of total materials used, by estimate, job, or
order numbers. (The terms, "estimate," "job," and
"order," will be used interchangeably hereinafter.)
b. Details, both quantity and value, of principal items of
material charged to each job.
c. Loadings allocated to each job.
4. Subsidiary ledger records:
a. Charges to each fixed capital account by geographical
areas.
b. Charges to each maintenance account by administrative areas.
c. Certain detailed property records, such as plant mileage statistics and data required in connection with
depreciation accounting.
d. Certain administrative information, such as quantities
and values of gasoline and oil consumed by classes of
motor vehicles.
The concern with the above final objections is a public utility.
Although slight changes in objectives may affect the choice of
method, it is believed that the requirements in a factory are sufficiently similar to the foregoing requirements to make this pro 1383
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cedure of general interest. In a factory the analogous final objectives might be:
A perpetual inventory of materials and supplies and some
basis for computing prices, which might be average
prices, "first -in, first - out," "last -in, first - out," etc.
z. Breakdown of materials put into process, and loadings,
according to product or other statistical classification.
3. A subsidiary ledger record of materials used, by job or
order number.
4. A subsidiary ledger record of charges to material in
process, according to factory, department or other administrative unit.
I.

Character of Source Media
Having defined the final objectives, the next step is to examine
the sources of the desired information. In this case the original
data were to be derived from workmen's reports. It was desirable
to set up a system which could be used by any of a number of
subsidiary companies, with the companies using several different
types of reports. It was not thought desirable to make a radical
change in any of the existing methods of reporting.

Means of Classification
Having determined the final objectives and the nature of the
source media, the next step was to determine the means of classifying the source data preparatory to distribution.
For the first objective (perpetual inventory and price record),
materials must be classified by types. Where thousands of kinds
of material are involved, it is advisable to seek ways to reduce the
number of classifications. Two means of doing this were developed.
First, it was found possible to make a reduction in the number
of classifications by exempting from detailed accounting all those
small bits of material which have little individual value. This
"exempt" material consists of nails, nuts, screws, brushfuls of
shellac, contents of first aid kits, and the like. It would cost more
to account for articles of this nature in detail than the items are
worth, therefore it seemed more practical to distribute them to
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accounts in the form of percentage loadings on some appropriate
basis.
The second means of reducing the number of classifications was
to combine under one head similar materials which are used more
or less interchangeably, and which do not differ greatly in price.
Where average prices are used, this causes no appreciable distortion of the final results.
After exempting the minor materials and grouping the major
items, the number of active commodities still ran well over a
thousand, and the inclusion of inactive items multiplied this figure
several times. From this it was obvious that each material classification would have to be identified in one of two ways, either by
means of a fully alphabetic description or by setting up an extensive numerical code system.
A means of classification for the second objective (journal
entries) gave no trouble. A system of codes, principally numerical but using also a limited number of alphabetic characters,
was already in use. There appeared to be no need to change this
code system.
Likewise, for the third objective (subsidiary job cost ledgers) a
system of estimate or job numbers was already in use. No
change seemed necessary.
The fourth objective called for classification by geographical or
administrative areas. Here a mixed situation was encountered.
In some territories sets of code numbers had been developed to
represent the various areas, classes of motor vehicles, and the like,
while in other territories the towns and departments were identified by name.
The means of classification selected for any distribution job
will place a definite limitation upon the types of equipment which
may be used. In general, mechanical processes are facilitated
where numerical classifications are used. Where alphabetic descriptions occur, it is necessary to choose between ( i ) the
mechanical limitations which alphabetic descriptions impose, and
( 2 ) the danger of error, the inconvenience, and the cost involved
if all alphabetic descriptions are coded numerically. In this case,
alphabetic description of commodities, and to some extent areas,
was an important and controlling factor. To eliminate the
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formidable task of coding and decoding, and to facilitate auditing,
it was elected to retain the alphabetic descriptions.

Means of Distribution
All summarization processes consist of gathering many small
items from original sources, classifying them and distributing
them in a manner which will produce the desired objectives. Some
years ago, Professor Willard J. Graham presented a paper before
the Dayton Chapter of N. A. C. A. in which he analyzed all
known means of distribution. Every distribution procedure was
shown to be a variation of one, or a combination of several of
the following five basic procedures:
i. Unit Account Method
s. Columnar Method
3. Exhaust Method
4. Register Selection Method
5. Unit Media Method
Of these five procedures, three were promptly eliminated as
unsuitable in the present study. The columnar method, in use when
the study was made, required an unwieldy number of multi column sheets, several hundred a month. The exhaust method is
suitable only when the number of classifications is limited to a
very few. Because of the vast number of classifications involved,
the register selection method was mechanically impossible in the
United States; the only machine capable of storing more than
twenty -odd classifications in separate registers is a European
device which is not yet obtainable in this country.
Thus the choice of a procedure lay between two methods, the
unit account method and the unit media method. Under the unit
account method, a separate unit ledger sheet is provided for each
classification. Postings are made one by one directly from the
source media to the appropriate final ledger sheets, and carbon
copies of the individual postings are made in chronological order
on an audit sheet or journal record. This is most effective when
there is but one final arrangement, but in the case of this particular study there were four main classes of end objectives and numerous subdivisions, with the data arranged in several different
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sequences. Attempts to develop the unit account method for
these conditions proved unsatisfactory, and it was rejected.
Under the unit media method, each individual source entry is
recorded on a separate unit document. These units can then be
sorted and summarized over and over again in as many various
arrangements as may be desired. This method was the only one
of the five which seemed to meet the conditions.

Arithmetical Considerations
For all of the principal objectives, addition was required in
order to produce summarized totals. If equipment were available
having several adding' registers, several of the required totals
might be obtained in a single operation.
Subtraction did not appear to be an important factor. It might
be useful for correcting current errors in addition or for adjusting erroneous transactions of previous months, and some provision had to be made for obtaining net balances on the perpetual inventory record. Beyond that, subtraction probably would
not enter into the problem.
Multiplication was important. It would be necessary to convert
material quantities into terms of money before the figures would
be useful for any of the objectives. Furthermore, it was contemplated that "exempt" minor material would be distributed to final
classifications in the form of a loading, which would involve much
multiplication. Finally, the costs of handling materials, i. e., "supply expense," would also be prorated, involving more multiplication. The total number of calculations which would be required
per month necessitated finding the most efficient method of multiplication obtainable. The conclusion was reached that the following features would be desirable:
i. Direct multiplication. Equipment using direct multiplication is about two to three times as fast as most of the
equipment which multiplies by "repeated addition."
z. Mechanically recorded products. In recent years considerable progress has been made in speeding up the operation of rotary-type calculators (which perform multiplication by repeated addition), but a loss of time still occurs
in recording the products manually. Therefore, a device
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which would eliminate the manual work of recording the
products would be advantageous.
3. Use of a constant multiplicand or multiplier. The
time required to set up the factors of each problem in multiplication is measurable for most machines. This loss can
be reduced to some extent if the work can be arranged so as
to keep one of the factors set up in the machine for a
succession of calculations.
4. Factor accumulation. Another means of reducing the
time required to set up the factors for multiplication is obtained where it is possible to accumulate the total of a series
of figures and hold that total directly in the machine as one
of the factors, instead of having to set it up anew on the keyboard before performing the multiplication.
5. Product accumula32. x 15 = 4 8 0
tion. A further gain can
be made if a register
11 X I Z = 384
can be provided to accumulate the sum of the
x 26 = 8 3 2
products for each group
of calculations by a con53
1696
stant factor. Proof of
all the calculations can
Pr oo f
then be obtained simply
by multiplying the sum
32 X 53 " 1696
of the multiplicands by
the multiplier and checking the result with the
sum of the products, as
FIGURE 1.
in Figure i.
Some division would be required, principally in connection
with the computation of average prices of materials, but this was
not a vital f actor.
Form of Records
Sometimes an accounting procedure is influenced by the form
in which the final results must be recorded. In this instance the
form of the records did not appear to be of much importance.
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In preparing journal entries and subsidiary ledger postings, a
final transcription to some permanent record would probably be
necessary in any event in order to combine the results of the
material distribution with the summaries of labor, motor vehicle
expense, petty cash and other sources of accounting entry. The
perpetual inventory and average price records also involved later
combination with other figures, such as old balances, purchases,
salvage, etc. Therefore, the only immediate requirement was a
legible record. This might be original or carbon, longhand or
typed, addressographed or photostated.

Methods Adopted
In line with the foregoing analysis of the problem, four procedures were considered. Each used a distinct type of mechanical
equipment, and on superficial examination appeared to be quite
different. More careful analysis showed, however, that the same
basic principles were followed in each case. Choice between the
four methods is largely a matter of volume, although to some
extent they are directly competitive.
One is based upon the use of tabulating equipment, which has
a definite minimum volume limit below which savings are not
sufficient to pay the rent unless other profitable ways to utilize
the idle time can be found. This lower limit seems to be about
150,000 postings per month for this particular set of conditions.
The second method is based upon the use of typewriter accounting machines, and was developed specifically for use in
the smaller offices where tabulating equipment would not be
economical. The minimum volume which is economical for this
procedure appears to be about 12,000 postings per month; but
when an attempt was made to establish an upper limit or a
dividing line between typewriter- accounting machines and tabulating equipment, it was found that the two were directly competitive
in the upper brackets.
The third and fourth methods are manual adaptations of the
basic machine plan. In one case unit tickets were created by
manual transcription of data, and in the other case the workmen's reports were redesigned to provide coupons which served
as unit media without transcription. Some of the mathematical
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considerations could not be met by the simple calculators used,
therefore the value of these two methods is still open to question.
The method based upon the use of typewriter- accounting machines appears to have the widest application, so this will be described in some detail. Because of the importance of multiplication as a factor, a typewriter- accounting machine was used which
is equipped to handle direct multiplication. There is still an unexplored field for research to determine whether some other
type of typewriter- accounting machine might not be used in combination with a high speed calculating machine to obtain substantially the same results. Tests already made with rotary
calculators have been encouraging, but no final conclusions have
been reached.

Creation of Unit Media
The first step of the process is to create the unit media. Adequate source references seemed necessary. A line (occasionally
two lines) would be required for the alphabetic description of materials. Five spaces would be required for the five additional kinds
of information to be transcribed, and each of these could be entered in a one -inch span, which suggested the use of media five
inches wide arranged somewhat as in Figure 2. Vertically, this
Source r e f e r e n c e .
Description of material,

someti mes r e q ui r i n g t w o l i n e s .
Account

Job No.

Area

quantity

Value

FIGURE 2 .

would require only four lines, which would be too narrow for
convenient handling. A convenient size which would fit standard
filing equipment, would be 5" x 3 ", and so the form was designed
to conform to these dimensions. To fill up the 3 -inch vertical
dimension the five i -inch spaces were staggered, and this was
also found afterward to improve the visibility. A set of motor
bars was obtained for the machines, which produced this align -
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ment automatically. The spacing of the form now tentatively
looked like Figure 3.
Re fer e nc e
D e s c r i p t i on of m a t e r i a l ,
someti mes r e q ui r i n g two lines.
Account
Job No.
Area
Q uanti ty

Val ue

Total ViLl ue, Loadi ngs, and Dther Comp tati ons

FIGURE 3 .

Although space was provided for "Value" in the body of the
ticket, the sources from which the media were to be created had
not yet been evaluated in most cases, and therefore this space
was not ordinarily used. The spacing mechanism of the machine
was set so that continuous strips of forms could be typed, with
an automatic jump from "Quantity" on one form to "Reference"
on the next. In the rare cases where unusual items of material
of known value were reported as used, "Value" could be typed
on the same line with "Quantity" without affecting this automatic
jump from one form to the next. The intervening two- thirds of
an inch was reserved for subsequent computations.
To establish a means of control, the workmen's reports were
made up into packets as received, and the quantities of all materials reported thereon were added to give an abstract control
total. As unit tickets were typed, a register accumulation of the
"Quantity" figures was obtained automatically, and this total
for the packet was balanced with the previously established control total. Other information on the unit tickets was visually
checked. This could be done rapidly, and a ioo per cent check
was found to be feasible.
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Sorting Unit Media Preparatory to Evaluation
Having provided for creation of the unit media, the next problem was to summarize and evaluate them. The first thought was
to sort the month's tickets into commodity order, so that (i) each
commodity would need to be priced only once each month, regardless of the number of times that commodity might be reported
and transcribed to unit tickets, and ( 2 ) the price for each commodity could be used as a constant multiplier for evaluating all
tickets affecting the same commodity. However, manually sorting
about 25,000 unit tickets (in the particular installation under consideration) directly to a thousand or more different commodities,
of which about 2 0 0 were very active, did not seem practical. A
study of various racks and sorting devices did not provide an
answer. A sorting procedure which would take advantage of the
natural characteristics of the job was finally decided upon:
i. As original reports came in and were assembled into
packets, they were kept segregated by departments. That
gave a partial breakdown of the material items at no cost,
because materials used in one department are not customarily
used in another department.
2. Types of materials used on work charged to one main
account are not customarily used on work charged to certain
other main accounts; so, although a classification by commodities was the immediate objective, it proved to be advantageous to sort to accounts first, thereby getting a further
partial breakdown by commodities at no cost. The number
of main accounts affected by the work of any one department was less than thirty.' Thirty piles of 5" x 3" uni t
media could be arranged within arm's reach on a table.
' In some offices it was subsequently found that more than thirty classifications were involved. In these cases it was intended that the thirty most
frequent items would be sorted at the first handling, with the rest in a
"miscellaneous" pile. A second handling of the "miscellaneous" pile was
then a small matter. "Thirty piles" is mentioned because this figure influenced the decision as to the size of the form. In actual practice it has
since been found that best results are obtained if not more than ten or twelve
active items are sorted out at the first handling, which disposes of perhaps
75 per cent of the tickets. The rest are rough - sorted at this handling into a
few general classes, each of which can then be subsorted into ten or twelve
final detailed classifications on the second round. A little more handling is
required, but this is offset by the much greater speed developed where only
ten or twelve piles are used each time.
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Therefore, the sort to accounts was made for each department a t a single handling and without special equipment.
3. The number of major commodities charged to any one
account within any one department was likewise found to be
generally less than thirty, and one more handling completed
the commodity sort.
4. Although the sorting sequence for each department
was first by accounts, with a subsort by commodities, the
tickets were placed in files arranged in order by commodities, subdivided by accounts, regardless of the departments.
The sort up to this point was made from time to time
throughout the month. However, the "make- ready" time
and "pick -up" time are appreciable, and the best operators
will not attempt to sort less than three or four thousand
tickets at a sitting in order to minimize this loss.
5. Finally, within each account - commodity section, a further breakdown was made by areas and job numbers. By
this time the volume within each subdivision had become
so thin that guide tabs were not justified for these final area job sub - groups, and each change in area or job number was
marked by simply inserting a blank sheet of colored paper.
Also, because of the lack of density, it was found best not to
undertake this final sort until the entire month's business
was in account - commodity order.
Summary Tickets
After the units have been created, separated, sorted and filed,
the file looks as illustrated in Figure 4.
It was realized that in the course of evaluating the unit media,
which will be the next step, the machine should accumulate totals
for the various commodity, account, area, and order number
groups, and that these totals must be recorded somewhere. Therefore why not extend the unit media idea, and provide individual
summary tickets upon which to record the totals? These could
be fed to the machine in the same manner as the unit media during
the evaluation process, and after the totals were printed on the
summary tickets, they could be sorted into various arrangements
to meet subsequent needs.
The number of such summary tickets would be large. How
could they be headed up most economically? Guide tabs would
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be required in the file to mark (i) commodities and ( 2 ) account
subdivisions within each commodity, so why not print the totals
directly upon these guide cards? Several manufacturers of filing
cards were found who could supply guide cards of a stock sufficiently light in weight to feed readily under a typewriter platen
equipped for front feeding, which at the same time would have
enough body to stand up as guide tabs for the limited amount of
handling involved.
This led to a new thought. It was obvious that the machine
sequence would be, first to work on the detailed unit media, and
then to print accumulated results on the summary tickets. T o
facilitate paper handling at the machine, the unit media should
therefore be placed in the tray first, followed by the corresponding summary tickets. If guide cards were to be used as summary
tickets, the unit media should be filed in front of their respective
guide cards, instead of in the traditional position behind the guide
cards. The advantage of this is obvious when it is realized that
the guide tab is kept in view all during the operations on the
unit media, whereas if the summary ticket were placed first in
the tray, its guide tab would be removed from view as soon as
work on the related units began. This unusual arrangement
should be kept in mind when the accompanying illustrations are
examined.
How about the totals for subgroups separated only by blank
sheets of paper without guide tabs? ( See Item 5 in the description of the sorting procedure, above.) Again it was decided to
use what already existed, and print the total on the last original
unit in the group. The typed designations of year, month, commodity, account, area, and job number which applied to the original detail entry on this unit would also apply to the total. All
unit media except this final "total unit" in each sub -group would
be set aside. This meant separating the original units into two
files, one containing the active total units which had received total
entries, and the other containing the "discards" or transferred
detail units which would be of no further interest except for reference or auditing purposes. This feature was adopted with some
misgivings, but long experience has failed to disclose any serious
disadvantage in making such a separation. Descriptions are clear
and complete, and supporting details for any figure can always
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be reconstructed by consulting the two files of units. They could,
of course, be reassembled into one file at the end of the month's
operations, if one cared to pay that price.
Pricing
A set of guide -tab summary- tickets for all common commodities
is prepared on an addressing machine each month, and the
month's average price is entered on the visible portion of each
such commodity guide tab, as shown in Figure 4. Thus only one
price entry is made for each commodity each month regardless of
the number of detail units entered in the month's business. The
pricing operation is thus reduced to a minimum, and each price
is carefully checked. Where some such pricing method as first -in,
first -out is used, it might be necessary to show several prices and
the quantity available at each price. The machine operations
would also be modified so as to apply each price only until the
quantity available at that price is exhausted.
Prices can be entered on the month's guide -tab summary- tickets
at any convenient time during the month. When an unusual commodity appears in the month's transactions, there will be no addressed guide tab, and one must be prepared before the units can
be filed. This is a signal that some difficulty may be encountered
in establishing an unusual price, and the necessary research may
be started at once with the assurance that the rest of the month is
available in which to find the answer.
Run No. z
The machine operation is divided into two parts, each part containing two "runs." Each run is a complete check upon the accuracy of the others. Before describing these runs, perhaps it would
be well to make the general observation that in each machine
operation a great many things take place more or less automatically and simultaneously. Like a fine time piece, it works
smoothly; when we take it apart to see what makes it tick, it
seems difficult and complicated. The very things which make the
performance easy and rapid, the automatic features and overlapping functions, make the telling difficult and slow. The facility
of operation should not be measured by the complexity of this
presentation.
The first of the runs is illustrated in Figure 5.
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i . In order to start the first run with a degree of control,
it is customary to add the quantities shown on all unit
tickets for a commodity, and to enter the total on the commodity summary- ticket in the space provided at the left. In
the early stages of experimentation it was thought that it
would be nice to carry this accumulation through to a
grand total of all tickets in the month's business, and to
balance this with the grand total of all packet controls
established during the creation of the units. Theoretically,
this would give a wonderful over -all control, but in practice
it was found that the results did not justify the cost. The
differences which occurred were generally traced to errors
in the controls which would later have been disclosed in
other ways, and the final results were no better for the
effort.
2. The quantities of the original units in each sub -group
involving the same commodity account, area, and job, are
totaled and the result is printed on the last unit ticket in
the group, which will hereinafter be called the "total unit."
All other units are set aside.
3. In another machine register the sum of these quantity
totals is accumulated for each commodity- account combination, irrespective of the area and job number subdivisions.
This total quantity is printed on the appropriate guide -tab
summary- ticket for the account and commodity concerned.

4. The same is done for each account sub - group. In a
third register these sums are further accumulated to give a
grand total quantity for the commodity, combining all accounts, areas, and job numbers. This is printed on the
appropriate guide -tab summary- ticket for the commodity.
At this point a check is made between this quantity accumulation and the control total established in Item i.
5. The multiplying mechanism of the machine is then
brought into use, and the accumulated quantity is multiplied
by the price shown on the guide tab to obtain the total
value of that commodity. This value is printed on the guide tab summary- ticket for the commodity, and is stored in a
fourth register for further accumulation.
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6. The process is repeated for all commodities. In the
end there has been accumulated in the fourth register the
grand total of all materials used during the month, which
is printed on final control ticket.
Before going on to Run No. 2, let us pause a moment and see
what was obtained in Run No. i. The sixth item, above, gives the
credit side of the journal entry for principal items of materials
used. It also establishes a control total against which subsequent
detailed accounting computations on the debit side ( Runs Nos. 2
and 3) must balance. Very few material accounting procedures
give a control total in dollars so early in the process. In the
fourth and fifth items of the run we have established for each
individual commodity both the quantity and the value of the
month's usage. Here is the source of postings to the perpetual
inventory record, balanced with the month's credit to the materials and supplies account which was developed in Item 6. This
also establishes monetary control totals by individual commodities,
against which the subsequent evaluation of total units (Run
No. 2 ) must balance. In the third item of the run we have something of especial interest to public utility companies, viz., the
basis for such statistics as the number of poles set, the miles of
wire strung, or feet of cable placed during the month under each
fixed capital account. Finally, looking at the second item of the
run, all of the unit media have been set aside except one total
unit for each area and job number, which reduces to a minimum
the number of tickets to be evaluated, sorted, etc., in the
subsequent operations.
Run No. a
The next job is to proceed with the detailed evaluation, as
shown in Figure 6.
i. The price shown on the first commodity guide tab is
set up in the machine as a constant multiplicand. This
price is multiplied in turn by the total quantity shown on
each total unit. The resulting value for each commodity account- area -job subdivision is printed on the total unit and
stored in a register.
2. The process is continued, still retaining the constant
multiplicand in the machine, until the commodity- account
1399
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guide tab is reached. The register accumulation is printed
on this guide -tab summary- ticket and transferred into a
second register for further accumulation.
.3- When the commodity guide tab is reached, the accumulation in the second register is printed thereon and transferred into a third register for further accumulation. At
this point a check is made between this value accumulation
and the control total established in Item 5 of Run No. i.
This proves the correctness of all underlying computations,
as explained in connection with Figure i. The multiplicand
is cleared out of the machine at this point and the price of
the next commodity is set up as a new multiplicand.
4. The process is continued for all commodities, after
which the accumulation in the third register is printed beside the credit to the materials and supplies account obtained
in Item 6 of the preceding run.
Now let us pause again and see what we got out of Run No. 2.
The two grand total values, printed side by side as a consequence
of Item 4, should be equal, proving that the month's debits
(Run No. 2 ) equal the month's credit (Run No. i). If these
do not agree, the comparison by individual commodities, described
in Item 3, gives a means of running down the difference. The
value printed on the commodity- account ticket, Item 2, furnishes
a short cut to the journal entry, since it eliminates the necessity
for going back t o the area and job total units to build up the
account totals. Finally, the total units showing quantity and value
for each commodity- account - area -job combination are now available for any desired subsidiary records.

Rearrangement of Tickets for Runs Nos. 3 and 4
Having completed the evaluation of all active tickets, the next
step is to rearrange them into convenient order for summarizing
the figures desired for other final objectives. The most immediate
need is the journal entry; therefore a transfer of the commodityaccount tickets from commodity order to account order is indicated. Simultaneously, it is expedient to transfer all supporting
total units from the one file to the other, lifting each commodity account ticket and all of its associated total units with one motion
1401
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of the hand. This transferring operation leaves only the commodity tickets behind in the original tray, automatically segregating
them for posting to the perpetual inventory record.
Here a little sorting trick might be explained. The natural
thing to do is to place each group of tickets (total units backed
by a commodity- account ticket) either before or behind the tickets
covering other commodities previously transferred to the account
file. This would result in the arrangement shown in Figure 7.
In order to use the commodity- account tickets for the desired
short -cut calculation of account totals, they would then have to be
pulled out, one by one, and assembled in a separate tray. This
operation was simplified by placing each group of tickets (total
units backed by a commodity- account ticket) between the total
units and the commodity- account tickets previously transferred
to the account, which results in the arrangement shown in
Figure 8.
This brings together all commodity- account tickets affecting the
same account, so that they may all be lifted out of the tray with
a single motion of the hand.
The commodity- account tickets are lifted into another tray for
immediate processing of Run No. 3 to produce the journal entry,
while the total units are left behind for further sorting by jobs
and areas preparatory to Run No. 4, which will produce the
subsidiary records.

RuW No. 3
For this run (Figure 9) a set of guide ta bs is provided on
which the account codes and associated exempt loading percentages are imprinted by means of addressing machines.
i. The values on the commodity- account tickets for the
first account are added. The total is printed on the account
guide -tab summary- ticket and transferred into a register
for further accumulation.
z. This account value for principal materials is multiplied by the loading percentage for "exempt" or minor
materials, which is shown on the guide tab for the account
concerned. The resulting value of exempt materials is
printed on the account card and stored in a second register
for further accumulation.
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3. Still holding the value for principal materials in the
machine as a constant multiplicand, it is multiplied by zoo
per cent plus the exempt loading percentage to obtain the
total material value, which is printed and stored in a third
register. Note that by using a constant multiplicand and the
high -speed direct multiplication feature of the machine, it is
quicker to obtain this total by multiplication than it would
be to set up the figures for cross addition.
4. The process is repeated for each general ledger account. At the end of the run the values accumulated in the
three registers are printed on a control -total ticket. These
totals should balance with the totals obtained in Runs
Nos. i and 2.
5. The supply expense loading is computed by determining the ratio of the month's supply expense to the total
value of material used during the month as shown on the
control -total ticket. This ratio is set up in the machine as
a constant multiplier and is applied to the "total material"
value on each account ticket. The resultant loadings are
printed on the tickets and accumulated in a register. The
ultimate accumulation is printed on the control -total ticket.
Let us examine what Run No. 3 has given us. On the respective account tickets we have for each general ledger account the
total direct charge for material used and the supply expense
loading. The direct charge is broken down to show ( i ) the
charges for principal items of material, and ( 2 ) the charges for
minor (exempt) materials. The associated commodity- account
tickets itemize the principal items in detail, both quantities and
amounts. The loading rate at which the minor items were allocated is shown on the account guide tab. On the final control
ticket we have a means of proving all underlying calculations;
simply crossfoot principal material and exempt material totals
to check with the accumulated total material value, and apply to
this the supply expense loading rate to check with the accumulated supply expense loading, in accordance with Figure i. This
control -total ticket also gives the three contra - entries for the journal entry, viz., (i) credit to the materials and supplies sub - account
for principal items of material (which should be the same total
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obtained in Runs Nos. i and 2) ; (2) credit to the materials and
supplies sub - account for "exempt" or minor items of material;
and (3) credit to the supply expense account for the current
month's clearance of supply expense.

Run No. 4
With the journal entry out of the way, we are ready to proceed with the subsidiary records. The method of conducting this
run must vary somewhat between companies, depending upon the
subsidiary information desired. The requirements in the specific
case under consideration were quite complex and would not be of
general interest. Therefore, for sake of a simple illustration, let
us assume that full details are wanted for each job number, but
that only total material value and supply expense loading are
required for area records.
The account tickets are inserted in their proper places in the
tray containing the total units. The total units for each account
are subsorted according to areas and job numbers, and appropriate guide -tab summary- tickets are inserted. The area designations are the same from month to month, so the area guide -tab
summary- tickets may be captioned by means of addressing machines. Jobs which extend over a number of months may also be
imprinted from stencils, but jobs which extend over shorter periods would better be represented by guide tabs headed up manually as the sorting progresses.
Where the supply expense loading is distributed in proportion
to the total material value but the exempt material loading rate
varies from one account to another, the ratio of supply expense
loading to principal (non- exempt) items of material will also
vary from one account to another. The ratio of supply expense
loading to the value of principal items of material is, therefore,
computed for each account and entered in longhand on the
account guide tab. The file is then ready for Run No. 4.
i. Principal material values are added from the total units
for the first job number. The total is printed on the job
summary- ticket and transferred into a register. While this
amount is in the machine it is also multiplied by the exempt
loading rate shown on the account guide tab, and the resultant loading is printed on the job summary- ticket and
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stored in a second register. As in Run No. 3, ioo per cent
plus this loading rate is applied to compute the total material
value, which is printed and stored in a third register. Likewise, the principal material value is multiplied by the supply
expense loading ratio for the account, and the supply
expense loading is printed and stored in a fourth register.
a. The calculations are made in like manner for each job
number in the area. The total material value and total
supply expense loading for the area, accumulated in registers three and four, are printed on the area summary- ticket
and transferred to registers five and six, respectively.
3. When this procedure has been repeated for every area
within the account, the values of principal items and the
exempt loading (in registers one and two), and the total
material value and total supply expense loading (in registers five and six) are printed on the account ticket and
checked with the corresponding figures previously printed
thereon in Run No. 3.
The result of this run is used to complete the data required
for area and job records, and to balance these data by accounts
with the figures used for the journal entry. The job number
summary- tickets and associated total units may now be rearranged
in job number order. Depending upon local requirements, these
tickets themselves may constitute the job record, or they may be
transcribed to any other desired form of job record. The total
units give full details as to the quantity and value of each principal item of material used on the job during the month; the
job summary- ticket shows the sum of those details, the value of
minor or "exempt" material allocated to the job, the total of the
two classes of material, and the supply expense loading.
When the job summary- tickets and associated total units have
been transferred out of the file used in Run No. 4, there remain
the area summary- tickets under each account. Those for the expense accounts may be arranged by administrative areas and used
as the basis for preparing supervisory expense statements. Those
for the capital accounts may be posted to cumulative subsidiary
asset ledgers, or they may be allowed to accumulate in a file
arranged by areas until the end of the quarter or year, when they
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can be summarized together with related credit entries and previous balances. The term "area" is used in a broad sense herein,
of course, and would include such designations as motor vehicle
number, departmental name, etc., as well as geographical areas..

Conclusion
The procedure described above establishes a pattern which can
be followed with slight modifications for various other classes of
accounting entries. For example, in a labor distribution procedure there are hours worked instead of material quantities, labor
class or occupational group (or even individual employees'
names) instead of commodity names, pro rata distribution of tool
expense and supervision expense instead of exempt material
loadings and supply expense distribution, respectively. To minimize sorting, machine hours for shop employees might be recorded
on the same unit media as the associated labor hours. The same
is true of motor vehicle hours or mileage for field employees.
Methods of pricing and extending these factors are analagous to
those operations for material.
In conclusion, credit should be given to Mr. O. Tesar, who
developed most of the technical procedure in connection with the
typewriter- accounting machine application described herein, and
to Mr. G. D. Wolff, who supervised the first actual installation
under these specifications. Our thanks are extended to both of
these gentlemen for checking the manuscript for this paper and
for making valuable suggestions for improving the text.
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